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Short Description

A new sealed inner tube inside of the classical outer reservoir tube offers spectacular new possibilities. Install a cold light
cathode with a length of 30cm or 10cm, or even use the inner tube with its G1/4� threads to let a different coolant flow
through for a totally new and unique effect!

Description

Alphacool�s newest reservoir: Developed to amaze!

Lighting effects in the reservoir for a special look in the system have become a must in the water cooling sector. But the
possibilities were rather limited�

The Fuzion Core sets new standards:
A new sealed inner tube inside of the classical outer reservoir tube offers spectacular new possibilities. Install a cold light cathode
with a length of 30cm or 10cm, or even use the inner tube with its G1/4� threads to let a different coolant flow through for a
totally new and unique effect!

But this is not all: The bottom of the reservoir is equipped with additional small tubes which can be lit with 5mm LEDS from the
bottom. This gives an additional new effect to this reservoir which has not been possible before.

Of course additional opening are reserved for lighting modules. Four additional G1/4� threads, two of which are used for
connection of the reservoir, are implemented. Hence this reservoir even allows installation of G1/4� lighting modules for even
more effects!

The technical aspects of these reservoirs are inspired by the proven designs from previous series. Basic elements of the Alphacool
Cape Corp series, which have proven themselves for many years, have been implemented for maximum reliability and safety.
High-quality materials are used, mounting is possible both in horizontal and vertical positions.
The reservoirs are also designed for use with a Fillport for comfortable filling of the cooling loop. Of course all included screw plugs
are copper coated following the Alphacool design.

Colour combinations with coolant and lighting, effect combination with many new possibilities and years of experience in reservoir
development make this product unique and truly exceptional in safety and elegance. This is the reservoir of the future!

Specifications

Technical specifications:
Material: Acetal, Plexi
Height: 14cm
Diameter: 60mm
Connection threads: G1/4�
Weight: 400g

Extent of delivery:
1x Alphacool Cape Fuzion Core 10 Acetal Black
1x Retaining Brackets POM Black
Locking Screws
Retail packaging
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Please note: For mounting additional screws are required.

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-15143-D

Weight 2.5000

Color Clear

Reservoir Type Tube Res

Special Price $35.95


